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What does the suffix lysis mean in medical terms

In the medical field, the term "PTA" stands for plasma thromboplastin antecedent, according to Dictionary.com. PTA is commonly referred to as factor XI. This is a specialized protein that helps blood to clot, reports WebMD. A lack of PTA, or factor XI, leads to hemorrhagic tendency. Some individuals have
a genetic bleeding disorder caused by low levels and activity of factor XI, according to WebMD. This disorder leads to prolonged bleeding after deep wounds such as those caused by surgery or trauma. Individuals, who can be either male or female, inherit factor XI deficiency autosomally. Another
common medical term for factor XI deficiency is hemophilia C, according to Encyclopædia Britannica. Ikonoklast_Fotografie/iStock/Getty Images By: Madison Garcia Updated September 26, 2017 Instead of demanding immediate payment, many businesses offer customers the opportunity to buy on
credit. The business will assign credit terms to each business-to-business purchase it allows customers to make on credit. "Net 10" means that payment is due 10 days from the date of the invoice. The most common terms for credit sales are net 10, net 30 and net 60. Not every business offers the same
credit terms to the same customers. Businesses that don't have have much experience with a particular customer may start out with shorter credit terms like net 10. As the customer proves trustworthy and reliable, the business may extend credit terms to net 30 or net 60 and allow the customer to make
larger purchases on credit. In addition to identifying a payment date, a business may also offer credit customers a discount of 1 or 2 percent for early payment. The company indicates this discount by writing the percent discount over the discount period before the payment period. For example, a business
that offers a 2 percent discount for payments made within 10 days and requires payment within 30 days would have terms of 2/10, net 30. The medical term for toes is phalanges, which is plural, and phalanx when referencing a single toe. The term was coined by Greek philosopher Aristotle 384-322 .B.C.
Phalanges also refers to fingers. Each foot consists of five phalanges, or toes, that are connected to longer bones called the metatarsals. The big toe is made up of two bones, which form one joint, while the other four toes are comprised of three bones and two joints. In total, the foot has 26 bones and 33
joints, all of which are connected by over 100 muscles and tendons, which add to the foot's strength and flexibility. The foot is a resilient structure that can withstand great pressure due to its complex design. The term "free range" refers to food from animals that have access to outdoor spaces. It can also
refer to animals who have free access to graze or forage for food. However, although the term "free range" brings to mind wide open spaces with animals living in nature, eating natural foods, and soaking in the sunlight, there are no government regulations in place in the U.S. to ensure this is the case.
Therefore, it's important for producers to be clear about what they mean when they say their food is free range. In addition, while all organically raised food is automatically free range (certified organic standards require this), all food raised free range is not necessarily organic. Synonyms for free range
include free roaming, cage free, and pasture raised. The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) has defined the term "free range" only for chickens, not for eggs or for other livestock, such as cattle. For chickens to be free range, the birds must be "allowed access to the outside," according to the USDA.
In practice, this can mean the chickens live most of their lives outdoors, retreating to their coop only when weather or other factors require them to do so, or it can mean the chickens spend all their time in cramped, indoor pens that have a small door opened to the outside for just a few minutes each day.
Obviously, there's a huge difference between these two scenarios in terms of organic farming and humanely raised poultry, but either scenario meets the USDA definition. Because the USDA rules for free-range products don't apply to other animals, or even to eggs, the free-range label on those goods is
legally meaningless—producers can use the label in any way they want. Again, it can mean the animals spent most of their lives in wide, outdoor spaces, or it can mean they occasionally got a glimpse of the sun through a small door, but never went outside themselves. There is one organization certifying
farms for free-range chicken. If poultry is certified free range as part of the Humane Farm Animal Care's (HFAC) Certified Humane program, it means the chickens spend at least six hours a day outdoors (weather permitting) and have pens with at least two square feet per bird. The Certified Humane
program covers a variety of issues beyond free-range designations as well. "Pasture-raised" HFAC certification (also an adjunct to the organization's Certified Humane certification) requires 108 square feet per bird, and for the chickens to be outdoors year-round in rotating fields, with shelter only to protect
them from inclement weather or predators. Consumers who want truly free-range foods should consider buying certified organic products, since unlike the USDA's definition and enforcement of the term "free range," certified organic products must meet stringent criteria. For example, a farm falsely
claiming free-range status for its chickens will not likely get into trouble, but a farm falsely claiming organic certification will be faced with major penalties and fines. Producers who wish to meet consumer demand and raise their ethical standards for raising farm animals may need to put in extra effort to
meet organic standards, but it will help them communicate truthfully and accurately with consumers. While it's true there are loopholes even in organic regulations, at least organic certification provides a more clear definition for a frequently misused term. At the very least, pursuing HFAC certification
shows adherence to a specific definition of free range. The suffix (-lysis) refers to decomposition, dissolution, destruction, loosening, breaking down, separation, or disintegration. Analysis (ana-lysis): method of study involving the separation of material into its constituent parts. Autolysis (auto-lysis): the
self-destruction of tissue typically due to the production of certain enzymes within cells. Bacteriolysis (bacterio-lysis): the destruction of bacterial cells. Biolysis (bio-lysis): the death of an organism or tissue by dissolution. Biolysis also refers to the decomposition of living material by microorganisms such as
bacteria and fungi. Catalysis (cata-lysis): the action of a catalyst to accelerate a chemical reaction. Chemolysis (chemo-lysis): decomposition of organic substances through the use of chemical agents. Chromatolysis (chromat-o-lysis): the dissolution or destruction of chromatin. Cytolysis (cyto-lysis): the
dissolution of cells by the destruction of the cell membrane. Dialysis (dia-lysis): the separation of smaller molecules from larger molecules in a solution by the selective diffusion of substances across a semi-permeable membrane. Dialysis is also a medical procedure done to separate metabolic waste,
toxins and excess water from the blood. Electrodialysis (electro-dia-lysis): the dialysis of ions from one solution to another through the use of an electric current. Electrolysis (electro-lysis): method of destroying tissue, such as hair roots, by the use of an electrical current. It also refers to a chemical change,
specifically decomposition, that is caused by an electric current. Fibrinolysis (fibrin-o-lysis): a natural occurring process involving the break down of fibrin in blood clots through enzyme activity. Fibrin is a protein that forms a network to trap red blood cells and platelets. Glycolysis (glyco-lysis): process in
cellular respiration that results in the break down of sugar in the form of glucose for the harvesting of energy in the form of ATP. Hemolysis (hemo-lysis): destruction of red blood cells as a result of cell rupture. Heterolysis (hetero-lysis): the dissolution or destruction of cells from one species by the lytic
agent from a different species. Histolysis (histo-lysis): the breakdown or destruction of tissues. Homolysis (homo-lysis): the dissolution of a molecule or cell into two equal parts, such as the formation of daughter cells in mitosis. Hydrolysis (hydro-lysis): the decomposition of compounds or biological
polymers into smaller molecules by a chemical reaction with water. Paralysis (para-lysis): the loss of voluntary muscle movement, function, and sensation that causes the muscles to become loose or flaccid. Photolysis (photo-lysis): decomposition caused by light energy. Photolysis plays a crucial role in
photosynthesis by splitting water to produce oxygen and high energy molecules which are used to synthesize sugar. Plasmolysis (plasmo-lysis): shrinkage that typically occurs in the cytoplasm of plant cells due to the flow of water outside of the cell by osmosis. Pyrolysis (pyro-lysis): the decomposition of
chemical compounds due to exposure to high temperatures. Radiolysis (radio-lysis): the decomposition of chemical compounds due to exposure to radiation.
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